Hawker Tray
The Hawker Tray , which has been part of our product variety due to the fact 2007, is the
nicepromoting vendor tray from Rocketpacks, we've got therefore added a barely large model which
also can accommodate gastronorm (gn) components for instance .

The thermoformed abs plastic tray is deep-drawn in one piece, so there aren't any seams or beading,
and so on., where dirt can collect, e.G. While promoting equipped-poured drinks or unfastened
snacks.

Cleansing and hygiene: clearly wipe clean, then dry – this is all there may be to it!

On this respect, the hawker tray has most important benefits over fabric vendor trays, for instance,
which fast grow to be obvious in practice.

Wearing may be very tiring in your employees and might have an effect on their reaction to the
product. It is why all seller tray products are equipped with a padded, breathable lower back
segment which distributes the weight flippantly and avoids any constriction. The carrying top and
strap widths are constantly adjustable.

Product details

Widespread colour: silver
Weight: 1.Ninety five kg (4,3 lbs)
Outer dimensions (l x w x h): 585 x 265 x a hundred thirty five mm (24 x 11,5 x 5,three inches)
Advertisement place: 630 x 115 mm (26,3 x 4,5 inches)
Scope of hawker tray transport: corpus, carrying device and front advertisement pocketHawker
dealer trays - a a laugh way to deliver concession ingredients (popcorn, peanuts, cracker jacks, cotton
sweet, sno cones, and so forth.) to guests. A extremely good concept for carrying occasions, bar and
bat mitzvah sports activities subject matter parties, or pub night time get.
Sampling and dealer trays with straps
Vendor trays also referred to as a sampling trays,mobile merchandising tray are flexible manner to
make your product as portable as feasible.Fill it with your product,and get going!

Customize your seller tray to fit you

Some of the methods you could customize your sampling trays to fit your character necessities:
Interchangeable branded face strip can be modified for every marketing campaign
Inserts may be customised to suit your product form and size
Optional branding of insert
Consolation-fit straps to your cellular vending merchandisers
Or, paintings with us to create a length, form or style just for you

